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While at school, he was involved in a mammoth run partnership in a Harris Shield game with friend and team
mate Vinod Kambli. After losing four quick wickets a struggling VVS Laxman came in to join Sachin and the
Indians seemed to be staring defeat in the face, needing more than a run a ball in the remaining 20 odd overs.
Tendulkar, succeeding Mohammad Azharuddin as captain, then led India on a tour of Australia, where the
visitors were comprehensively beaten [6] by the newly-crowned world champions. After this his hunger for
such achievements continued to grow. Professor Ramesh Tendulkar was first approached by Achrekar with the
suggestion; since the coach was by now convinced the boy had potential. He also picked up 5 wickets in the
first match of the Pepsi Cup at Kochi against Australia on April 1 to win the man of the match award. Sachin
collected thirteen such coins over the time, and even today regards them as one of his most treasured
possessions. In fact, his maiden century came in the Harris; the senior of the two. Tendulkar papers on his
bharat i love sachin. After a few hours of his final match on 16 November , the Prime Minister's Office
announced the decision to award him the Bharat Ratna, India's highest civilian award. And the phrase he
uttered most often in his sleep? Dhoni xi, sports person cricketer is my favourite cricket essay on my favorite
player sachin tendulkar is my favourite. I suggested we go to a restaurant and have a cup of tea. Of late, as
Wisden noted, Tendulkar has not been his old aggressive self. Studies had begun to take a backseat. The series
was tied , with Rahul Dravid taking the Man of the Series award. His dedication for cricket always been
unbreakable and has proved to be even stronger after every break. Sachin had not taken part in the match
against Zimbabwe as he had to return to India because of the rather unfortunate death of his father. During his
inns he also achieved the distinction of becoming the first player to reach the landmark of 10, runs in one day
internationals. But there was a four-month hiatus during the monsoon months when the only cricket being
played in Mumbai was the Kanga League. Marathi language: sachin is the best cricketers that friendly and my
favorite to write the player dhoni. But the school lacked a good cricket ground and coach. But he learns every
lesson, picks up every cue, dominates the opposing attack sooner or later, and nearly always makes a hundred.


